
Mr Li� Men�
148 Lordship La, Southwark, United Kingdom
(+44)2086933341 - http://www.mrliu.co.uk

Here you can find the menu of Mr Liu in Southwark. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Mr Liu:

once again, the personal did it! eating is always an extraordinary standard, full of fallen and freshly prepared, it
was the birthday of my wife and without us to be gifted with scallops dishes and gloomy, also happy birthday

free! the level of quality eating and service that this restaurant has made my number one Chinese restaurant in
the south londons! keep their great service level! read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit

outside and eat in pleasant weather. What MR RACE doesn't like about Mr Liu:
We ate in thinking it was new, its not, they 've tried tried to re-brand as 148 Chinese, a dim sum restaurant,

nothing has changed it 's still Mr Liu 's, even the receipt says so! There is a small dim sum section, stating 'hand
made ', they were dense but at least tasty Starters were dry, chewy, and too hot, classically just bunged in the
microwave to be re-heated The mains were as per their takeaway. The prawns in b... read more. With typical
Asian spices delicious traditional menus are prepared in the kitchen of Mr Liu in Southwark, Many visitors are
especially looking forward to the experience of versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. Also, they offer you tasty

seafood menus, Furthermore, the guests love the inventive combination of different meals with new and partially
experimental ingredients - a good example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Toas�
TOAST

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Ric� Dishe�
CHICKEN FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

NOODLES

SWEET AND SOUR PORK

SOUP

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

SCALLOPS

BEEF

PRAWNS
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